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Happy New Year to all our retailers & their staff. I hope
everyone made it ok through the hottest January ever
recorded in Australia. It certainly was a test for our cooling
systems.
We have successfully moved our head office operations from
South Melbourne to Mitcham and it is safe to say that
everyone is getting back into a routine despite a bunch of
exciting projects happening at the moment.
We are working on our TSG Connect events coming up in
March 2019. We kick off in Sydney on the 10 th, followed by
Melbourne on the 24th and finish in Brisbane on the 31st.
Following the feedback from previous years we have decided
to change the concept and hold the conferences on a Sunday
afternoon which will give us overall more time and does not
put the pressure on you to rush to the event after closing
your shops following a long working day.
Please RSVP using the link sent to your email. You can read
more about the event at www.tsgconnect.com.au
Major topics will be new trading terms with BATA, ITA and
PML which are currently being negotiated. There will also be
prizes, specials and much more available on the day. We are
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looking forward to catching up with many retailers over the
events.
Despite trading term meetings, the TSG Preferred Partner
team has been working on logistics solutions in order to
provide efficient door to door delivery services. You can find
more information in our Preferred Partner article.
Also we are currently fitting out training facilities at our office
in Mitcham which we expect to be up and running by Q2 this
year. More to come soon on this topic.
Another new feature we introduce in this newsletter is the
TSG Loyalty Award. We will feature retailers like Rebecca &
Peter from TSG Glen Innes who are an integral part of the
TSG story like so many other retailers (who we will present to
you over the next editions). The TSG brand lives through each
of our retailers – you are the face of this brand serving
customers every day. On behalf of TSG I’d like to not only
thank Rebecca & Peter for their continued loyalty but each
and every one of you for building our brand and continuing a
success story. Happy reading & see you all at the TSG
Connect Events.
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DID YOU KNOW?
3000BC — Tobacco used by
Native Americans in North and
South America
1492AD — Christopher
Columbus, in his search for a sea
route for Indian spices trade,
“discovered” a “New World”.
They noticed natives on an island
(Cuba) burning a weed and
ingesting it. The plants were
bought to Europe and cultivated
for Medicinal use.
1561 — French Ambassador to
Portugal, Jean Nicot, brings
tobacco plants to France and
introduces “snuff” tobacco to the
French people. Became popularly
known as “Ambassadors herb” or
“Nicotiana”
1564 — Became known as
“Nicotiana Tabacum” from
“Nicot” and Tabaco. (Tabaco — a
cane pipe with two branches
made to sniff through two
nostrils)
1700s — Used by the mass
population and as a trade crop in
India. With British colonial rule,
the tobacco crops are soon
grown and manufactured into
products traded around the
world.

ANAGRAM WINNER
Congratulations to TSG
Gladstone Park for winning
the anagram puzzle in the last
newsletter! Check your email
for your $100 online voucher
to the TSG Shop!
The answers are listed via the
TSG Shop

FAIRWORK INFO
Contact Fair Work
Ombudsman on 13 13 94
Open Hours 8am-5:30pm
Monday-Friday (except
Public Holidays)

Contact Fair Work Translating
and Interpreting Service on
131 450 — Inform the
operator of the language you
speak then call 13 13 94

NEW STAFF TO TSG HQ
TAMMY ZHENG
My name is Tammy Zheng and
I’m a Franchise Operations
Executive in Victoria at TSG.
My background is Chinese and
I can speak fluent Cantonese
& Mandarin, with over 10
years of work experience in
sales, customer service and
marketing. I’ve worked for
major companies like TAL
Insurance, Lion Nathan &
Scandinavian Tobacco Group.
When I’m not working, I like
spending time with my family,
going on road trips and
exploring new places to eat
with my friends.

HANNA HAMILTON
My name is Hanna Hamilton
and I have joined TSG as a
Above: Tammy Zheng
Finance
&
Administration
Executive. I am also responsible
for managing TSG Connect
Below: Hanna Hamilton 2019. I have over 12 years
experience managing large
events including exhibitions,
conferences and public events. I
managed the operations of the
Archibald Prize in 2011 & 2012
during my time working at
TarraWarra Museum of Art. I
love eating, drinking, baking,
meeting new people, and
podcasts.

SSD UPGRADE FOR POS
EDWARD HU
Why SSD?
Solid-state drive (SSD) is at least 5 times faster than mechanical hard drive (HDD) in reading
speed, which dramatically reduces your waiting time for loading the POS and MS Windows.
More importantly, SSD will reduce the possibility of hard drive failure and data losses. SSD is
another storage solution and is slowly replacing the majority of hard disk drives. As you'll learn
by reading the following comparison table, the SSD is a clear winner.
SSD
0.1ms
17.2 sec
443MB/sec
366MB/sec
5 watts

Access times
Boot-up time
Read
Write
Energy savings

HDD
5.5-8.0ms
42.2sec
95MB/sec
94MB/sec
15watts

0.5%

Failure rates

2-5%

If you are interested in getting an SSD, please email us IT@tsgfranchise.com.au or
call 1800 777 079
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THE 3 CATEGORIES OF
MERCHANDISE
ANTHONY MAYFIELD
Although we call products we sell merchandise, and they all
have their specific categories such as tobacco products
(cartons, packets, tobacco, cigars), accessories, vaping, gifts,
drinks, confectionery etc., there are three generic categories
to think of when attracting customers to your store. These
three categories have an important place within general retail
and the makeup of your store. It is vital to consider this when
growing your business. Growing your business involves
attracting new customers to your store that may not naturally
be drawn to a TSG store. How do you get them in? Is it by
stocking convenience “Wow” products? Yes but with a
strategy. Is it by stocking all tobacco accessories? Yes but with
a strategy.

Tobacco Accessories

Convenience and Gift
“WOW” Products

Before you decide that a range of mobile phone accessories or
games has no place in your business, think about the ultimate
strategy of retailing and engage new customers into your
business.
At the same time, as a specialist tobacconist retailer, a full
range of accessories such as papers, ashtrays, and other
smoking paraphernalia, should be stocked.
Where appropriate an offering of unique gifts such as candles
cards, milestone (18, 21st, 30th…etc) gifts, and unique
novelties, serve a purpose in generating interest in additional
sale points to existing or new customers.
At the same time, you are keeping a customer from going to
another store to purchase these items. In a store such as TSG,
it is vitally important to keep as many customers as possible
and have them continue to give you repeat business.
A wasted opportunity can lie in underutilising the potential of
your existing customer base to achieve extra sales in different
product categories.
Without the luxury of advertising, your promotion must
consist of keeping an immaculate store, engaging customers,
providing exceptional customer service and positioning
product to capture new customers.

20 YEARS — TSG GLEN INNES
Think of your merchandise as it would exist on a bell curve.
On the right side of the curve lives convenience merchandise
that makes up less than 10% of your store’s sales. Every store
needs these products (even if customers don’t always buy
them) because they wow customers. On the left side of the
curve lives the tobacco accessories, which also makes up less
than 10% of your store’s sales. Every store needs these
products (even if they don’t generate a lot of turnover)
because they also wow customers. In the middle of the curve
lives your bread-and-butter or core products—the products
that generate the most turnover.
Now, although most of your profit comes from the middle,
bread and butter merchandise such as tobacco products,
customers talk about the left and right-side products. This is
why retailers who remove the high and low-end products are
making a huge mistake—they’re removing the products that
generate word-of-mouth advertising for their business.
In the fashion industry, the high and low-end merchandise are
referred to as the throw-away merchandise. Retailers don’t
necessarily sell it, but this merchandise makes everything else
look good. Don’t get rid of products just because they don’t
turn a ton of profit—evaluate how those products make the
rest of your store look.

ANTHONY MAYFIELD
I was very pleased to present an award to Rebecca and Peter
Davis, during their last staff and supplier evening. In recognition of their pioneering efforts over the past 20 years with
TSG, we thank them for their continued support, leadership
and making us proud of the TSG brand. The true success of a
franchised business is exemplified by the past, and continued
efforts of Rebecca, Peter, and their fantastic dedicated team.
Here’s to another 20 years!
Over the coming editions of the newsletter, we will feature
franchisees, such as Peter and Rebecca, and recognise them
with awards for significant milestones in the business. This
being the first of many success stories in the TSG business!

L to R: Peter & Rebecca Davis from TSG Glen Innes & Mr Anthony Mayfield
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TRADING TERMS
TAMMY ZHENG
As most of you may know, there are some base off invoice trading term rates for BATA, ITA, PML and Richland. These rates are
calculated per 1000 sticks purchased for TMC and per Kilo for RYO. To be eligible, stores needs to reach a scan target of 125,000
TMC/RYO per month.

BATA invoice example:
Off invoice trading terms are located at the bottom of each invoice. As per example below, store purchased 7,858 sticks (Value
& Premium combined) which works out to a total of $40.12 off invoice for TMC. ($36.48 gross +$3.64 GST)
Calculation: Merchandising Services Tobacco (RYO): $9 x 1.25kg = $11.25 gross + $1.13 GST = $12.38 is the total off invoice
discount.

ITA invoice example:
Off invoice trading terms for ITA are included in the Discount exc. GST column along with Off Invoice Promotions on the invoice.
As per example below, store ordered 3 x cartons of Horizon Red 50/200 (please note this item was not on any promotions at the
time). 3 cartons equal to 600 sticks and 600 sticks x ($6/1000) = $3.60 If a product is on promotion, the promotion discount is
also included in the same column, so when calculating trading term amount, don’t forget to take away the promotion discount.

PML invoice example:
Off invoice trading terms are located at the bottom right hand corner of each invoice. As per example below, store ordered 5 x
cartons of cigarettes/880 sticks and 250g worth of RYO tobacco. TMC calculation: 880 sticks x ($6.5/1000 sticks) = $5.72 RYO
Calculation: 250g x ($6/1000g) = $1.5 Add up TMC & RYO figures and the total is $7.22 + $0.72 GST = $7.94

Richland Express invoice example:
Off invoice trading terms for Richland are included in the T/terms Price/unit (Excl-GST) column on the invoice.
As per example below, store ordered 250 cartons of Hongtashan 20/200. 200 x ($15/1000) = $3. Please don’t forget to take
away the GST amount when calculating Richland trading terms, in this case it works out to be $2.73.
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TSG PREFERRED PARTNERS
RYAN BROWN
The Preferred Partners are excited to let
you know that our own distribution chain
is underway this month and delivering
from HQ to your doorstep. This means we will continue to
deliver not only the stock that you have ordered, but the
increased support to provide you with the best pricing and
quality products; with greater margins for your business to
capitalise on. Keep an eye out for some exciting and awesome
specials from the online shop as the year rolls on.

SUDOKU
Rules of the game: Each of the nine blocks has to contain all
the numbers 1-9 within its squares.
Each number can only appear once in a row,
column or box. The store with all numbers correct and first in
best dressed WINS a $100 online voucher for the TSG Shop!
Email entries to jessica@tsgfranchise.com.au

In other exciting news, a FAST TSG Online Shop is just around
the corner! This new shop will revolutionise your online
shopping experience when purchasing tobacco accessories, via
list style product screens which allow for FAST transactions.
Here you will also be introduced to the ever-growing list of
Preferred Partners that will be providing great products and
service our stores! If you have any questions, please inquire at
tsgppp@tsgfranchise.com.au

SCAM ALERT!
ASHLEY NATOLI
We have now heard of 3 instances in the past few months
where tobacco has been stolen by deception such as providing
false cheques or false deposit slips. In one case the store
owner was enticed to meet someone after hours at a
particular location to supply a large quantity of cigarettes –
when he arrived, he was assaulted and the tobacco stolen.
This kind of fraud/crime is not insurable. This is a warning to
all TSG Franchisees as this kind of deception is gaining
momentum. In addition as far as cash is concerned,
counterfeit notes are also being circulated by criminals, so
even cash has to be checked.
In simple terms, you should not trust ANY person seeking to
purchase large quantities of tobacco, and certainly not release
any stock until cleared funds are in your account.

TSG CONNECT 2019
CONNECT with suppliers
CONNECT with management
CONNECT with the franchisee network
A must attend event
- Exclusive Connect event deals from suppliers and preferred
partners
- Your chance to talk with the TSG IT team and learn more
about the Heimdall system
- Learn about the TSG future strategy
- Ask suppliers direct about their new trading terms
- Win great prizes
-Enjoy a relaxed networking function with your fellow
franchisees, management and suppliers
Please RSVP using the link sent to your email. You can read
more about the event at www.tsgconnect.com.au
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*All supplier news has been written by their own opinions and point of views*

NEWS FROM IMPERIAL TOBACCO
Price Boards Are Key Communication Tools
A recent survey of Australian shoppers reveals the importance of having a wellmaintained, up to date price board. Over 48% 1 of TSG shoppers state that they ‘notice
and use the price board’ when purchasing cigarettes or tobacco. With price checking at
an all-time high (25%2 of shoppers claimed to have checked the price on their last
purchase occasion), it’s no wonder price board usage is so high.
TSG shoppers utilise the price board in a variety of ways, the highest usage being:
58% check for specials2
57% compare prices across brands2
54% compare prices across different stores2
31% to see if the retailer stocks their preferred product2
‘Brands’ are still the most important driver of purchase for the majority of TSG
shoppers, with 91% saying they purchased their main brand on the last purchase
occasion2. Because shoppers shop by brand, 63% preferred the price board to be
arranged alphabetically (A-Z) by brand3. Arranging the price board alphabetically by
brand allowed the shopper to find the brand they preferred more quickly, and they
were more engaged with the price board. As the price board is such a critical means of
communicating with the shopper, why not make it as efficient and effective as possible
and enhance the retail experience!
Going one step further, the shoppers were also asked how they felt about the price
board being displayed electronically on a screen. 51% of TSG shoppers felt positive
about the idea, while only 3% felt negative1. When asked if they were more or less likely
to notice an electronic price board, 70% of TSG shoppers said they were more likely to
notice it1. This represents a great opportunity for the future.
In the meantime, it’s easy to maximise the current price board by:
- Arranging it alphabetically (A-Z) by brand
- Maximising the number of brands displayed
- Keeping it up to date
This will certainly make the retail experience easier for the growing number of shoppers
that rely on the price board, enhance your customer satisfaction, and help drive sales.
Sources:
1
ITA Shopper Study - September 2018
2
Rothcorp Consumer Tracker - November 2018
3
ITA Eye Tracking Study – January 2017

NEWS FROM RICHLAND EXPRESS
The European Track and Trace – Confirmed
Following on from our recent article, as of the 6th of December 2018 the Australian
government bodies have made the necessary amendments on the Tobacco Plain
Packaging Regulations 2011 to allow for the track & trace identifiers to become part of
the Australian law.
This means there will be an additional insert on the cigarette packaging, a
machine-readable code – This is an optical code representing data in a form that is
only readable with the aid of an optical scanner.
This could be an indication that in the future there could be a possibility the Australian
government may look at adopting a similar process. For now the only thing that we
know is that any cigarette product that is coming out of the EU will definitely have the
Track and Trace code.
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NEWS FROM BRITISH AMERICAN
TOBACCO

Below: Mitchell Butler— BAT Trade Activation Executive

British American Tobacco Australia proudly delivers the best in quality tobacco products
through a 100+ year partnership with small-scale family farmers from all over the world.
Our partners and blenders are experts in their craft with generations of experience to
deliver a unique and uncompromised smoking experience. Each of our iconic brands
have a rich heritage; from the nutty and vibrant, hand-stripped Virginian tobacco of
Winfield, to the dark and mysterious “smoke-fire” cured tobacco of Port Royal and the
brightly cured, freshly baked bread flavour notes of Rothmans.
Throughout the year we look forward to talking to you and sharing more information
about tobacco, its history across the globe, and how we create our amazing blends and
products. Your customers know quality when they taste it, why not offer them the best?
Ask us about topics you would like to hear more about! Please drop us an email at
askbata@bat.com and we’ll be sure to cover as much as we can in future newsletters.

NEWS FROM SCANDINAVIAN
TOBACCO
Although the cigar market is small in comparison to other segments like TMC / RYO, it
generates a minimum Retail profit of 20%. Handmade cigars in particular can offer a
margin of over 30%.
HMC’s are in growth, with consumers shifting from other tobacco categories to indulge
in a HMC for special occasions, to share with friends or enjoy over the weekend.
Scandinavian Tobacco Group is the Worlds leading manufacturer of cigars. Our portfolio
includes Machine-made, Filtered, Flavoured, Little and Handmade Premium cigars. With
leading brands such as Macanudo, CAO, Tatiana and Don Tomas, we have a range of
formats to suit your needs. STG are committed to helping Retailers grow their business.
Our easy to use shopper product guide matches product to consumer type and occasion,
ideal for offering the right product, for the right occasion, and keep them coming back
for more. If you would like a copy, please contact us on (03) 8736 0700
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TSG ANAGRAM - FEBRUARY 2019
The store with all answers correct and first in best dressed WINS a
$100 online voucher for the TSG Shop! Stay tuned to see the answers
and who won the prize via the website under ‘TSG NEWS’.

NAME:
STORE

A
C
P
D
T
Y

B
B
C
R
C
D

T
A
K
B
S
E

T
U
A
A
U
B

E L
A S
B U
O A
A C
O E

Rearrange the letters in each row to
form a word.
Write your answers in the blank grid
below
The first letter from each word, reading
down, will spell the mystery keyword.
Return this page to
jessica@tsgfranchise.com.au with the
mystery word for your chance to win!

Mystery word:
__________________________
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